A ‘fear of looking stupid’ stops many students from using available resources; even when assistance is described as helpful, students generally accredit course success to professors.

Our research questions focused on General Chemistry students’ views on offered course assistance. Available resources were Peer Assisted Study Sessions (PASS), asking questions to professors, and a special fall 2021 workshop. The interviews of seven students were analyzed following Deterding and Waters (2018) using the qualitative data analysis program HyperRESEARCH. Data were coded into 11 analytical categories. This encompassed 48 subcodes involving the use of assistance, its effectiveness, and to what students attribute their success in the course.

Results

5 of the 7 respondents describe that their peers may be reluctant to seek help because of a ‘fear of looking stupid’ or general embarrassment.

All 7 students expressed that available resources were beneficial or lead to course success. Despite this, 5 attributed their success or use of resources to their professor.

3 students expressed the belief that professors should take the initiative to connect with and aide students. In doing so, they believed students would be more likely to seek help in that course.
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